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ABSTRACT 

 

Separation of carbon dioxide from methane is an important issue in the processing of low-quality 

natural gases such as biogas, coal-seam, and landfill gases. Also, to encourage utilization of low-

quality natural gases for energy and transport applications, the economics of CO2 removal is the 

most critical step in the separation of CO2/CH4 mixture. To date, numerous approaches have 

been used for the bulk separation of CO2 from CH4. The conventional absorption/ stripping 

technology employed in the natural gas industry uses amines and/or glycol derivatives for the 

selective removal of CO2, which is generally applicable to very large volumes of gas. Such 

processes are not only energy demanding but also, the volatile solvents involved might undergo 

degradation and loss during the operation, that results in negative environmental impact. In 

contrast, the adsorptive separation of CO2 is commonly considered a more energy-efficient and 

economical alternative for smaller volume applications. Considerable attention has been given to 

the development of adsorption processes such as pressure swing adsorption (PSA), which is 

mainly based on differences in adsorption equilibrium and kinetics. Selection of a proper 

adsorbent with adequate selectivity, capacity, and diffusivity is an important step in designing 

the practical adsorption processes. Most reported studies of CO2/CH4 separation have focused on 

zeolites, functionalized mesoporous silica adsorbents, active carbons, and basic resin.  

Recently, metal organic frameworks (MOFs) have been recognized as a new class of nanoporous 

materials that have many potential advantages over the traditional adsorbents. They are 

synthesized using organic ligands and metal clusters that self-assemble to form crystalline 

materials with well-defined structures, controlled pore size, high surface area, and desired 

chemical functionalities. These attractive properties make MOFs promising materials for gas 

separation and storage.  

Any realistic process development requires estimation and/or prediction of mixed gas adsorption 

behavior. Invariably, any industrial process involves mixture of gases to be separated. The 

practical demonstration of such a process at laboratory scale is an extremely cumbersome 

exercise and there is a scarcity on mixed gas experimental data in literature and more specifically 
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on MOFs. It is pragmatic to gauge the efficiency of a particular adsorbent towards spec ific 

separation at the lab scale before being implemented at industrial level in a pressure swing 

adsorption (PSA) column.  

 
This work is aimed at predicting the mixed gas adsorption behavior on MOFs. Pure gas 

adsorption data of CH4 and CO2 on various MOFs that has been reported over the years was 

taken from literature. Based on the Heat of Adsorption and the loading data collected CO2 uptake 

capacity of all the MOFs has been found to be much more than that of CH4. Plausible 

explanation has been given with data to support it.  

The retrieved experimental data for Cr-BDC and Cu-BTC has been model fit using Dual Site 

Langmuir and Virial Langmuir respectively selected from a pool of standard isotherm models 

viz. Langmuir, Freundlich, Freundlich-Langmuir, and Virial models. The corresponding various 

model parameters have been found out and the binary or mixed gas behavior of (CO2 + CH4) 

mixture using IAST (Ideal Adsorbed Solution Theory) has been predicted. The separation factor 

has been found out and the possible use of Cu-BTC as a potential adsorbent in PSA column 

applications has been predicted.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter highlights the basics on adsorption science and technology. It focuses on novel 

adsorbent materials called metal organic frameworks (or, MOFs). The background of the present 

thesis work is aptly explained. The objectives are also properly highlighted. 

1.1 Prelude 

Adsorption is the selective binding of a substance by another solid substance [Barrer, 1978]. In 

simpler words, it is the sticking of gaseous or liquid molecules (adsorbents) onto the surface of a 

solid material (adsorbate). The opposite of this i.e. the release of these adsorbed molecules from 

the solid surface is called as desorption. Unlike absorption, adsorption is a surface phenomenon 

that in principle occurs at any pressure and temperature. Based upon the strength or interaction 

energy, by which the adsorbed molecules are bound to the sorbent’s surface, adsorption can 

classified as physisorption, physico-chemical adsorption and chemisorptions.  

 Physisorption or physical adsorption is the type of adsorption in which the 

adsorbate molecules adhere to the surface through Van der Waals (weak 

intermolecular) and/or dispersion forces that are caused due to induced dipole-

dipole interactions, which are also responsible for the non- ideal behaviour of real 

gases. They can also be desorbed reversibly by lowering the sorptive gas pressure 

gas pressure or increasing the temperature.  

 Physico-chemical adsorptions are associated with weak interactions among the 

sorbent atoms and the admolecules. However, dissociation or fairly strong 

association may occur because of the catalytic properties of the sorbent surface.  

 Chemisorption is the type of adsorption in which a molecule adheres to a surface 

by forming a chemical bond, as opposed to the weaker Van der Waals forces 

which cause physisorption. Admolecules cannot be desorbed reversibly from the 

sorbent, but only irreversibly by which the sorbent material is changed.  
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Adsorption is usually described through isotherms, which basically are functions which connect 

the amount of adsorbate on the adsorbent, with its pressure (if gas) or concentration (if liquid). 

One can find in literature many such models describing process of adsorption, namely Langmuir 

isotherm, Freundlich isotherm, Virial Isotherm, Kisliusk Isotherm, BET isotherm, Toth etc. 

One of the most important uses of adsorption is in the gas separation processes. Separation can 

be defined as a process that separates a mixture of substances into two or more product that 

differs from each other in composition. The process is rather difficult to achieve because it is 

opposite of mixing, a process supported by the second law of thermodynamics. Separation steps 

in chemical and petrochemical industry account for the major production cost. Gas Separation 

can itself be based on one or more of the following effects: 

a) Mixture adsorption equilibria: One component gets adsorbed much more than the 

others 

b) Adsorption kinetic effects: One component diffuses through the adsorbent much faster 

than the other 

c) Molecular sieve or steric effects: bulky molecules prevent fluid molecules from 

entering a pore (system) 

d) Quantum sieve effects in so-called nanopores: This effect is of importance for 

separating hydrogen or deuterium from other gases  

 

1.2 Novel Adsorbents 

New materials usher new technologies. Synthesizing novel materials is always reflected as a 

corner stone in technological developments. Until recently, zeolites and activated carbons are 

thought to be the indispensable in adsorption based unit operations. But as the need grows for 

more efficient, economical and highly specific functions, conventional adsorbents were found ill 

equipped to handle such problems. Although, improved synthesis and different post-treatment 

procedures of zeolites and activated carbon resulted into some of their derivatives but the need of 

the hour was to design and synthesize materials that could be more effective.  
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In the quest for designing novel adsorbents, attention has been paid to develop hybrid structures  

involving both inorganic and organic components by employing novel synthetic routes. The 

general concept was to take advantage of both the metal coordination and functionalities of the  

organic components. The concept of reticular synthesis which can be described as the process of 

assembling judiciously designed rigid molecular building blocks into predetermined ordered 

structures or networks, held together by strong bonding is found to be the key to the true design 

of novel solid-state materials. Researchers have envisioned that to fully realize the benefits of 

designing crystalline solid state frameworks the structural integrity and rigidity of the molecular  

building blocks must remain unaltered throughout the construction process: key feature of 

reticular synthesis [9]. The said mechanism plays a pivotal role in producing robust porous 

materials by connecting rigid rod-like organic moieties with inflexible inorganic clusters acting 

as joints. The length and functionalities of the organic units determine the size and chemical 

environment of the resulting void spaces. Accordingly, the concept of “tailor-made” materials 

finally realized. Appropriate selection of starting materials can give rise to myriad of different  

structures. Within a short period of time a large variety of extended structures have been 

successfully prepared and the collection of compounds has been given various names e.g. 

“coordination polymers”, “hybrid organic-inorganic materials”, “organic zeolite analogues” or 

“metal organic frameworks”. Although each terminology signifies certain aspects of the 

materials it encompasses but for a solid to be truly called a “Metal Organic Framework” or 

MOF, it must possess robustness implying strong bonding, assembling units are available for 

modification by organic synthesis and geometrically a well-defined structure. 

1.3 Background of present research work  

 Some conventional well-known adsorbents include: silica gel, activated alumina, activated 

carbon, carbon molecular sieves and zeolites. Each of these adsorbents has certain specific 

features that have been exploited over the years in various industrially challenging applications 

ranging from adsorptive gas separation/purification, ion-exchange and catalysis. In this present 

context, the term “Novel” signifies a new class of hybrid adsorbents popularly known as “metal 

organic frameworks‟ or MOFs  
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In recent years, metal organic frameworks (MOFs), i.e. porous three-dimensional coordination 

polymers, become more and more interesting since their matrix and pore characteristics (high 

specific surface area and microporosity, definite pore size distribution, structural regularity, 

flexibility, etc.) promise applications in gas storage, catalysis, ion exchange, separation, 

polymerization, etc. [46]. In this way, the number of microporous solids such as zeolites and 

activated carbons applicable in chemical industry is extended.  

The first structures of coordination polymers have been already reported in the early 1960s [47–49], 

but with the synthesis of HKUST- 1 (Cu3(btc)2, btc = 1,3,5-benzene tricarboxylate) and MOF-5 

in 1999 [61,62], MOF materials became really popular. HKUST-1 and the recently presented DUT-

6 possess impressive high specific surface areas [61, 66, 67]. 

With regard to the search for applications of MOFs it is advantageous that a vast variety of metal 

ions, i.e. inorganic nodal points [68], and organic linkers can be used to synthesize different 

structures of coordination polymers.  

1.3.1 Selection of MOFs 

A careful review of the literature reveals more than 2,000 different MOF structures being 

synthesized and characterized. Although the number speaks volumes about their variation in 

structural configuration but not all are stable. Thermal and chemical stability, along with high 

surface area is what researchers look for in a good adsorbent to be effective at the industrial 

level. Cu-BTC (or HKUST-1), Cr-BDC (or MIL-101) and Zn-BDC (or, MOF-5) frameworks 

possess all the desirable qualities that set them apart from others. Not only they have very high 

specific surface areas but also show better stability. Some of their characteristic features include: 

 High specific surface area (~1000 to 5000 m2/g), large pore volume (~0.7-2.5 

cc/g) and light weight or low packing density 

 Low to moderate heat of adsorption (15-20 kJ/mol) 

 Good thermal and chemical stability 
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1.3.2 Selection Of Gases 

Carbon dioxide and methane separation is an important issue in the processing of low-quality 

natural gases such as biogas, coal-seam, and landfill gases. The presence of CO2 with CH4 not 

only reduces the energy content of natural gas but also causes pipeline corrosion [31, 53]. CO2 must 

be removed to concentration below 2–3% in the pipeline-grade methane before being used for 

low-temperature processing [54]. Biogas is also a very important source of renewable methane 

that is produced by the decomposition of organic matter under anaerob ic conditions. CO2 

happens to be the major non combustible component (25–45%) that must be separated from the 

biogas [55]. Coal seam gas mainly contains CH4 with higher hydrocarbons as well as 

contaminants such as CO2 and N2 [56]. Landfill gas consists of primarily CH4 (50–65%) and CO2 

(35–50%) as well as a small amount of N2 and sulphur compounds [58]. To further encourage 

utilization of low-quality natural gases in energy and transport applications, the economics of 

CO2 removal is identified as the most critical step in the separation of CO2/CH4 mixture. Table 

1.1 lists several CO2 and CH4 emissions as reported by Ministry of Environment and Forests, 

Government of India, 2012 to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change.   
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Table 1.1: India’s national greenhouse gas inventories of anthropogenic emissions by sources of 
greenhouse gases for the year 2000. 
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To date, numerous approaches for the bulk separation of CO2 from CH4 have been used. The 

conventional absorption/stripping technology employed in the natural gas industry uses amines 

[59] and/or glycol derivatives [53] for the selective removal of CO2, which is applicable generally 

to very large volumes of gas. Such processes are energy demanding due to the relatively high 

regeneration temperatures and the need for recycling a large amount of water. Additionally, the 

volatile solvents might undergo degradation and thus loss during the operation that results in 

negative environmental impact. In contrast, the adsorptive separation o f CO2 has been commonly 

considered as a more energy-efficient and economical alternative for smaller volume 

applications [60].  

1.4 Research Objectives 

 

I. To collect pure gas isotherm data of CH4 and CO2 on various contemporary 

MOFs. The experimental gas adsorption data tends to vary lab to lab. As a result, 

crucial properties, such as pore volume and surface area of the MOF that is used 

for each of the two gases, may different slightly. Hence, in order to maintain 

uniformity and avoid any discrepancies, the pure gas isotherm data of the two 

gases on a particular MOF, is to be considered if only it’s from the same lab. 

    

II. To screen the above data and find the most suitable MOF adsorbent based on : 

i. Their individual loading capacity. The cases of MOFs for which the 

individual loadings are more are to be selected. This is due to the fact that 

MOFs with higher capacity indicate greater adsorption, and are thus 

profitable preferred in any industry.  

ii. Moderate Heat of adsorption. The heat of adsorption indicates how 

strongly molecules of the gas are adsorbed onto the adsorbent. If the bond 

is weak, adsorption isn’t proper and the gas separation capacity of the 

process as a whole is reduced. However, if the molecules are adsorbed too 

strongly, desorption during regeneration cycle gets difficult.      
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iii. Regeneration Potential after multiple cycles of operation. After several 

cycles of adsorption and desorption, MOFs tend to wear out, thus 

decreasing their adsorbing capacity. This is due to several factors, such as 

modified surface properties, caused by the heat evolved during adsorption. 

A MOF with higher Regeneration Potential is always preferred.   

iv. Availability of suitable/concrete data at various optimum conditions. To 

improve generality of the results obtained, the case for which the data is 

available at more than just one Temperature and Pressure is to be 

considered. 

    

III. Fitting of experimental data obtained as above with suitable Thermodynamic 

model and existing model parameters. The several Adsorption Isotherm models 

discussed earlier are to be used and factors such as n, b, c, regression coefficient, 

adsorption coefficient etc. are to be found out. 

  

IV. To Predict binary or mixed gas behavior of (CO2 + CH4) mixture using 

thermodynamic models with special focus on IAST (Ideal Adsorbed Solution 

Theory). 

 

V. Prediction of separation factor and validation with experimental data (retrieved 

from literature) and lab results for examining its suitability in PSA applications.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

In this chapter a brief review on metal organic frameworks (MOFs) is given. A general overview 

on adsorption of H2, CO and CO2 on various conventional and novel adsorbent materials is also 

represented in tabular form. The intention is to highlight the frequency of work in this field and 

gradual improvement in experimental data on adsorption of these gases on MOFs and other 

conventionally known adsorbents viz. zeolites, activated carbon etc.  

2.1 Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs) 

2.1.1 Brief Review 

“Metal Organic Frameworks” or MOFs  represent a class of novel materials that has caught the 

attention of researchers owing to their great diversity in structures resulting from co-ordination 

between inorganic metal atoms/ions and organic ligands as linkers. Proper selection of metal 

atoms/ions and organic linkers leads to innumerable possibilities in the co-ordination geometry 

with wide variation in structural architecture. A few very attractive motifs include honeycomb, 

brickwall, bilayer, ladder, herringbone, diamondoid, rectangular grid, and octahedral geometries. 

Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs) which forms as a result of combination of an inorganic 

metal atom/ion as a node with an organic ligand as a linker can be classified to be a relatively 

new group of materials. Ever since initial reports on its synthesis, there has been a spurt in 

research activities owing to some of their characteristic features. The most important features 

include: extremely high specific surface area (ca. 800-5000 m2 g-1) and large pore volume (ca. 

0.8-2.5 cc g-1), uniform pore size distribution and tunable or tailor-made pores.  

2.1.2 MOF Architecture 

The key to successfully designing metal organic frameworks lies in the use of linkers meant to 

achieve desired network topologies by connecting transition-metal centers or polynuclear 

clusters serving as nodes of the network. Myriad of different possibilities are there depending on 
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our choice of metal atoms/ions and organic linkers. Flexibility or the rigidity of the frameworks 

is greatly affected by the choice of organic linker in the structure. To illustrate the complete 

behavior let us consider the following example [9] 

In Figure 2.1 (A), we have the assembly of a tetrahedrally coordinated metal center and a linear 

organic linker like 4, 4´-bipyridine. It results in a structure with an expanded diamond topology. 

Each bond of the diamond network is replaced by a sequence of bonds that expands the networks 

and yields void space proportional to the length of the linker. In Figure 2.1 (B) the organic linker 

is 1, 4-benzene dicarboxylate. It allows for the formation of an aggregate of metal ions into M-O-

C clusters that generally referred as secondary building units (SBUs) which finally extends into a 

cube.  
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Figure 2.1: Assembly of Metal Organic Frameworks. (A) Flexible metal-bipyridine structures 

with expanded diamond topology (Metal-orange, Carbon-gray, Nitrogen-blue) (B) Rigid metal-

carboxylate clusters expanding into a cube (Metal-purple, Carbon-gray, Oxygen-red). For the 

sake of clarity all hydrogen atoms are not shown [9].     

 

 

Extended Solids Molecular Complexes 

Expanded Framework 

Decorated Expanded Framework 
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2.1.3 Salient Features of MOFs 

Some of the characteristic features of MOFs include:  

(a) High surface area (ca. 800-5000 m2 g-1) and pore volume (ca. 0.5-2.5 ml g-1) 

(b) Highly crystalline and can be synthesized in pure form with less crystal imperfections 

(c) Uniform pore size distribution akin to zeolites and hence good molecular sieving properties  

(d) Low to moderate heat of adsorption and hence can act as a good gas storage medium  

(e) Low bulk packing density i.e. lighter in weight 

Although MOFs have shown some remarkable features but still there are certain unresolved 

issues which hindered its application at the industrial level. Most importantly, the thermal and 

chemical stability of MOFs is a bottleneck which requires to be overcome. Out of an excess of 

2000 MOF matrix synthesized and analyzed, very few could withstand a temperature in excess 

of 300oC. The frameworks collapse and showed low robustness at moderate to high 

temperatures. Moreover, frameworks also showed less immunity under aqueous and various 

organic mediums. Qualitatively as well as quantitatively speaking, same MOF synthesized at 

same conditions (keeping constant stoichiometry) following same recipes at times tend to yield 

products with varying percentage purities. S ince, percentage yields and product purities of 

different batches vary; care must be taken during synthesis and post-synthesis treatments. It is 

also observed that MOFs undergoing adsorption mechanism in pressure swing adsorption (PSA) 

column undergo physical deformation after a few cycles or swings. The effect of high pressure is 

also a cause of concern before they can be approved to be industrially more viable.  

In order to ultimately find the separation factor of carbon dioxide and methane, one must 

understand their molecular behavior. The carbon dioxide molecule is linear and centro-

symmetric. The two C-O bonds are equivalent and are short in length of about 116.3 pm, which 

is consistent with double bonding. Since it is centro-symmetric, the molecules have no 

electrical dipole. Consistent with this fact, only two vibrational bands are observed in the Infra 

Red spectrum – an anti-symmetric stretching mode at 2349 cm−1 and a bending mode near 
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666 cm−1. There is also a symmetric stretching mode at 1388 cm−1 which is only observed in 

the Raman spectrum.  

2.2 CO2 vs. CH4: Molecular Comparison 

Methane is a tetrahedral molecule with four equivalent C-H bonds. Its electronic structure is 

described by four bonding molecular orbitals (MOs) resulting from the overlapping of the 

valence orbitals on C and H. The lowest energy MO is the result of the overlap of the 2s orbital 

on carbon with the in-phase combination of the 1s orbitals on the four hydrogen atoms. Above 

this level in energy is a triply degenerate set of MOs that involve overlapping of the 2p orbitals 

on carbon with various linear combinations of the 1s orbitals on hydrogen. The resulting "three-

over-one" bonding scheme is consistent with photoelectron spectroscopic measurements.  

Meanwhile, CO2 has a significant quadrupole moment (-1.4x10-35 Cm) that induces specific 

interactions with adsorbents (molecular orientation, hydrogen bonding…), CH4 has no specific 

moment. It would thus seem that polar molecules have a distinct effect on the framework 

flexibility. Other significant physical properties are listed in the table below. A quick look at it 

suggests several similarities in liquid molar volume, kinetic diameter and polarizability, the 

presence of quadrupole moment being the only significant difference. Hence, the two gases 

cannot be disregarded as being totally dissimilar, but only partially so.  

Table 2.1: Physical Properties Table 

Gas Mol. Wt. 

Liqiud molar 

volume      

(cm3 mol-1) 

Kinetic 

dia. (Å) 

Polarizability 

(x10-25 cm3) 

Dipole moment  

(x1018 esu. Cm) 

Quadrupole 

moment        

(x10-40 C.m2) 

CH4 16 37.3 3.8 26.0 0.0 0.0 

CO2 44 33.3 3.3 26.3 0.0 14.3 
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2.3 MOFs as a tool for CO2+CH4 separation 

Metal organic frameworks (MOFs) have been recognized as a new class of nanoporous materials 

that have shown many potential advantages over the traditional adsorbents. MOFs are 

synthesized using organic ligands and metal clusters that self-assemble in order to form 

crystalline materials with well-defined structures having controlled pore size, high surface area, 

and desired chemical functionalities [11–15]. These attractive properties make MOFs suitable for 

gas separation and storage [16–21]. MOFs have also been reported as potential adsorbents for 

separating CO2 from CH4. Couck et al. improved the selectivity of CH4/CO2 separation by 

functionalizing the MIL-53(Al) metal organic framework with amino groups [22]. Bae et al. 

reported a selectivity of ~30 for CO2 over CH4 for a mixed- ligand MOF. Moon et al. 

demonstrated that a MOF with unsaturated MnII sites has a much higher adsorption capacity for 

CO2 than for CH4. Similarly, selective adsorption of CO2 over CH4 with equilibrium selectivity 

of ~17 is obtained with a carborane-based MOF containing co-ordinatively unsaturated metal 

sites [23]. Moreover, extrudates with the commercially available Cu3(BTC)2 MOF were evaluated 

in vacuum pressure swing adsorption units for CO2/CH4 separation. This adsorbent showed a 

selectivity of 4–6 at pressures of 0.1–3 bar and a very high capacity for CO2 (6.6 mol/kg at 2.5 

bar and 303 K) [41]. These results have shown that MOFs with open metal sites can improve the 

separation of (quadru) polar/nonpolar gas pairs such as CO2/CH4.  
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CHAPTER 3 

THEORY ON ADSORPTION ISOTHERMS 

This chapter focuses on the industrial adsorption processes namely Pressure Swing Adsorption 

and Temperature Swing Adsorption cycles. It also briefly describes a few contemporary 

Adsorption Isotherms which were considered in the research. 

3.1. Industrial Adsorption Processes 

Industrial adsorption processes are usually cyclic processes in which adsorption and desorption 

steps of the sorbent material occur alternately. Often it’s desorption or the regeneration step 

which is the most crucial since it essentially determines the period and the energetic efficiency of 

the cycle. The maximum efficiency that a cyclic adsorption process can offer for any given set of 

operating conditions is defined by the adsorptive loading that is in equilibrium with the feed 

fluid. There are several factors that reduce the practical (or “operating”) adsorption: mass-

transfer resistance, deactivation, and incomplete regeneration (or desorption). The severity of 

regeneration indicates how closely the dynamic capacity of an adsorbent resembles that of fresh, 

virgin material. Regeneration, or reversal of the adsorption process, requires a certain reduction 

in the driving force for adsorption. This is accomplished by increasing the equilibrium driving 

force for the adsorbed species from the solid to the surrounding fluid. This brings us to the topic 

of Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA) and Temperature Swing Adsorption (TSA). 

3.1.1 Pressure Swing Adsorption 

Pressure swing adsorption processes make use of the fact that under high pressure, gases tend to 

be adsorbed more and vice a versa. In pressure-swing adsorption (PSA) processes, desorption 

takes place at a pressure which is much lower than that at adsorption. Reduction of pressure is 

used to shift the adsorption equilibrium and hence affect regeneration of the adsorbent.  

Figure 3.1 shows a simplified pressure-swing cycle. Feed fluid with an adsorbate at a molar 

concentration of y1 = p1 /P1 is passed through an adsorbent at conditions T1, P1, and the 
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adsorption step continues till the equilibrium loading n1 is achieved with y1. Next, the total 

pressure is brought down to P2 during the depressurization (or blow-down) step. Although the 

partial pressure in equilibrium with n1 is still p1, there is a concentration driving force of            

y2 = p1 /P2 > y1 for desorption into any fluid containing less than y2. By passing a fluid across the 

adsorbent in the purge step, adsorbate is swept away and the equilibrium proceeds along the 

isotherm to a point such as y1, n2. At this moment, the adsorbent is re-pressurized to P1. The new 

equilibrium y3, n2 depicts the best quality product that can be produced from the adsorbent at a 

regeneration loading of n2. The adsorption step is again repeated. The differential loading,        

n1−n2, is the maximum loading that can be achieved for this pressure-swing cycle operating 

between a feed with y1 and a product containing a molar concentration y3 of the adsorbate. The 

regeneration fluid will have an average concentration between y2 and y1 and will therefore have 

accomplished concentration of the adsorbate in the regenerant gas.  

 

Figure 3.1: loading vs concentration plot depicting PSA 

If a gas mixture, for example air, is passed under pressure through a vessel that contains an 

adsorbent bed of zeolite attracting nitrogen more strongly than it does oxygen, part of it or all of 

the nitrogen will stay in the bed, and the gas that comes out of the vessel will be enriched in 

oxygen. When this bed cannot adsorb any more nitrogen, it is regenerated by reducing the 

pressure, thus releasing the adsorbed nitrogen. It is now ready for another cycle of producing 

such oxygen enriched air. Use of two adsorbent vessels permits near-continuous production of 

the target gas. It also allows the so-called pressure equalization, where the gas leaving the vessel 
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being depressurized is used to pressurize the second vessel. This results in significant energy 

saving, and is hence a common industrial practice. Thus, in a PSA process cycle, regeneration 

can be achieved by depressurization that ultimately reduces the partial pressure of the adsorbates 

to allow desorption. 

Low capacities at high concentrations ask for shorter cycle times for a reasonably sized beds 

(seconds to minutes). These short cycle times can be attained because particles of the adsorbent 

respond quickly to changes in pressure. Major applications for PSA processes include 

purification and applications where the contaminants are present at high concentration (bulk 

separations). 

3.1.2 Temperature Swing Adsorption 

A temperature-swing or thermal-swing adsorption (TSA) process is one in which desorption 

takes place at a temperature that is much higher than adsorption. The elevation of temperature is  

hence, used to shift the adsorption equilibrium and affect regeneration of the adsorbent.  

It can be better understood by the process in Figure 3.2. The feed fluid having an adsorbate at a 

partial pressure of p1 is made to pass through an adsorbent at temperature T1. This adsorption 

step continues till the equilibrium loading n1 is achieved with p1. Further, the adsorbent 

temperature is raised to T2 (heating step) so that the partial pressure which is in equilibrium with 

n1 is increased to p2, thus creating a partial pressure driving force for it’s desorption into any 

fluid which will contain less than p2 of the adsorbate. By passing a purge fluid across the 

adsorbent, adsorbate is now swept away. Equilibrium now proceeds along the isotherm to a point 

say p1, n2. Also, roll-up of the adsorbed-phase concentration can occur whilst heating, such that 

in some regions, p2 may the condensation pressure of the component, resulting in a condensed 

liquid phase formed temporarily in the particles [24]. During the cooling step, the adsorbent 

temperature is returned back to T1. The new equilibrium p3, n2 depicts the best-quality product 

that could be produced from the adsorbent at a regenerated loading of n2. The adsorption step is 

now repeated over. The differential loading, n1−n2, is the maximum amount of loading that can 

be achieved for such a TSA cycle which is operating between a feed containing p1 at temperature 

T1, regeneration at T2, and a product containing a partial pressure p3 of the adsorbate. The 
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regeneration fluid would contain an average partial pressure that is between p2 and p1 and 

therefore would have accomplished the concentration of the adsorbate in the regenerant fluid.  

 

Figure 3.2: Loading vs. partial pressure plot depicting TSA 

In TSA cycles, the heating step provides the required thermal energy which is necessary to raise 

the adsorbate, adsorbent, and adsorber temperatures, so as to desorb the adsorbate, and make up 

for the heat losses. TSA regeneration process is classified as (1) heating- limited (or 

stoichiometric limited) i.e. when transfer of energy to the system is limiting, or (2) stripping- 

limited (or equilibrium-limited) i.e. when transferring adsorbate away is limiting. Heating is 

done either by direct contact of the adsorbent with the heating medium (external heat exchange 

to a purge gas) or by other indirect means (heating elements, coils, or panels inside the adsorber). 

Direct heating is used most commonly, especially for the stripping- limited kind of heating. 

Indirect heating can also be considered for stripping- limited heating, but its sheer complexity 

limits its practicality to only heating- limited regeneration where the purge gas is in short supply. 

PSA vs. TSA: Since in TSA cycles high temperature can be used, that results in thorough 

desorption, they are characterized by low residual loadings and hence high operating loadings. 

Such high capacities at low concentrations account for long cycle times in a reasonably sized 

adsorber (hours to days). Long cycle times are required because the particles of adsorbent 

respond pretty slowly to changes in the gas temperature. Most applications of TSA are in 

systems which have adsorbates are present at low concentration, such as drying, and in which 

species are  more strongly adsorbed, such as sweetening, CO2 removal, and pollution control. 
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Although when PSA operating costs are too high, TSA is often less expensive to operate, despite 

its high initial cost of buying. Also, when the high product purities are not achievable with PSA, 

TSA may be suitable. 

3.2 Adsorption Isotherms 

Adsorption of a pure component of gas on a solid at equilibrium can be represented by the 

following function: 

N = f (P, T)                                                          (3.1) 

Where, N is the amount adsorbed in cc STP per gm, P is the pressure and T is temperature. 

At constant temperature, the amount of gas adsorbed onto a solid surface is only a function of P 

and is known as adsorption isotherm. During the process of adsorption, adsorbate molecules get 

attached to the adsorbent surface physically due to van der Waal’s forces of attraction.  

 

 

 

According to Le-Chatelier principle, the direction of equilibrium would shift in that direction 

where the stress can be relieved. In case of application of excess of pressure to the equilibrium 

system, the equilibrium will shift in the direction where the number of molecules decreases. 

Since number of molecules decreases in forward direction, with the increases in pressure, 

forward direction of equilibrium will be favored. 
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Figure 3.3: Basic Adsorption Isotherm 

From the graph, we can predict that after saturation pressure Ps, adsorption does not occur 

anymore. This can be explained by the fact that there are limited numbers of vacancies on the 

surface of the adsorbent. At high pressure a stage is reached when all the sites are occupied and 

further increase in pressure does not cause any difference in adsorption process. At high 

pressure, Adsorption is independent of pressure.  

3.2.1 Types Of Isotherms 

The great majority of isotherms observed to-date can be classified into five types as shown in 

Figure below. 

 

Figure 3.4: The five types of adsorption isotherms described by Brunauer[26] 
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Type I: This type of isotherm arises when only one type of adsorption site is present. It depicts  

monolayer adsorption. Initially, surface fills randomly then eventually the solid starts to saturates 

when surface gets up filled or pores get filled up for a porous material then the adsorption 

becomes constant and don’t increase with increasing pressure and the pressure is termed as  

Saturation pressure. 

Type II: This type arises when there is more than one adsorption site present on the solid. At  

first initial rapid adsorption takes place when first site is saturated second starts to fill up. Second  

site could be a second monolayer, a second site on the surface. In porous material, it can be a 

second type of pore. 

Type III: This type arises when there are strong attractive interactions between the molecules  

leading to condensation. Initially, no adsorption takes place when pressure increases it leads to  

nucleation eventually liquids condense on the surface.  

Type IV: At lower pressure region of graph is quite similar to Type II. This explains formation 

of monolayer followed by multilayer. The saturation level reaches at a pressure below the  

saturation vapor pressure .This can be explained on the basis of a possibility of gases getting 

condensed in the tiny capillary pores of adsorbent at pressure below the saturation pressure of the  

gas.  

Type V: It is a another case for attractive interaction initially no  adsorption takes place later 

nucleation starts which leads to formation of liquid drops and coverage saturates when no more  

space is left to hold adsorbate. 

Type I and II are the most frequently encountered in separation process. Many theories and  

models have been developed to interpret these types of isotherms. 

3.2.2 Isotherm Models 

 Important isotherm models are discussed in this section.  
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3.2.2.1 Freundlich Adsorption Isotherm 

In 1909, Freundlich gave an empirical expression representing the isothermal variation of 

adsorption of a quantity of gas adsorbed by unit mass of solid adsorbent with pressure. This  

equation is known as Freundlich adsorption isotherm or Freundlich adsorption equation. The  

Freundlich adsorption isotherm is mathematically expressed as: 

                                                       (3.2) 

Also written as, 

                                          (3.3) 

Or 

                                                        (3.4)                              

3.2.2.2  Langmuir Adsorption Isotherm  

When Freundlich isotherm failed at higher temperature Irving Langmuir in 1916 derived a  

simple adsorption isotherm, on theoretical considerations based on kinetic theory of gases. This  

is named as Langmuir adsorption isotherm. The Langmuir equation relates the coverage or 

adsorption of molecules on a solid surface to gas pressure or concentration of a medium above  

the solid surface at a fixed temperature. The equation is stated as: 

                                                        (3.5)                                                   
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Where,   is the fractional coverage of the surface, P is the gas pressure or concentration,  is a 

constant. The constant  is the Langmuir adsorption constant and increases with an increase in 

the binding energy of adsorption and with a decrease in temperature.  

The following assumptions are used by Langmuir while deriving the equation: 

 Adsorption occurs on a fixed number of sites.  

 Each site can only take one adsorbate molecule 

 All sites are energetically equivalent 

 Interaction between adsorbed molecules are neglected as they are assumed to be small 

compared to sorbate/sorbent interactions 

 Dynamic equilibrium exists between adsorbed gaseous molecules and the free gaseous 

molecules. 

3.2.2.3 Freundlich-Langmuir Isotherm 

A combined equation of Freundlich and Langmuir was proposed in the following form: 

                                                          (3.6)                                                   

3.2.2.4  Dual Site Langmuir (DSL) Isotherm[26] 

The Dual Site Langmuir (DSL) model is a four-parameter isotherm, distinguishing two 

categories of different active sorption sites in the adsorbent, each one following a Langmuir  

adsorption behaviour. 

                                          (3.7)                                          

Where,   
    and bi denotes saturation capacity and affinity parameters for sites of type ‘i’ 

respectively. The temperature dependency is included through affinity parameters via  
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                                            (3.8)                                    

Where,   
  is the affinity at reference at T0 and -  

   

   
 is the enthalpy of adsorption on site i with 

respect to temperature T0 . The Henry’s constant in this case is given by 

                                             (3.9)                                          

3.2.2.5 Virial Isotherm 

Based on virial equation of state of the form 

                                               (3.10)                                                

For the two-dimensional surface phase the virial isotherm model can be derived and is 

represented by 

                                   (3.11)                                      

e-k Is the Henry constant and is related to the gas-solid interactions only. The other higher 

coefficients viz. b, c etc. are called as second and third Virial coefficients respectively. The 

temperature dependency of Virial coefficients is given by 
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The physical interpretations of the virial coefficients are strictly valid only for homogeneous  

adsorbents at low coverage. Since virial equation is open-ended, there is no limit on the amount 

adsorbed as the pressure is increased. But, this can lead to erroneous results if the virial equation 

is extrapolated beyond the range of data. However, within the temperature and pressure limits of 

the data, virial equation is flexible and thermodynamically consistent. The virial equation is also  

reliable to calculate Henry’s law constants with good accuracy. In fact in a virial domain plot [ 

ln(P/ N) vs. N ] or [ ln( f / N) vs. N ] the intercept is k and is directly related to Henry constant.  

Henry’s constant H is given by 

H = ek
                                                           (3.15)  

3.2.2.6 Virial-Langmuir (V-L) Isotherm 

The Langmuir equation usually assumes energetic homogeneous surface, rarely possible in  

realistic situation. On the other hand, virial equation is flexible, thermodynamically correct and  

describes the heterogeneity of the surface. However, the virial model does not explain the  

saturation at high pressure, a phenomena observed in many cases. To overcome this limitation, 

virial model is modified for an additional term to introduce saturation behavior at high pressure. 

The regular isotherm is given by Eq. (3.11) and the modified equation known as Virial-Langmuir 

isotherm is given by 

                       (3.16)                                            

Here, H is Henry constant; b, c are virial coefficients;   
    is the saturation capacity. If all the 

virial coefficients in the Eq. (3.16) are zero, the above expression reduces to the well known 

Langmuir equation. The temperature dependency of the parameters H, b and c in this case is 

given by the following expressions similar to those as described in the preceding paragraph. 

Saturation capacity   
    is also expressed with similar functionality. 

                                              (3.17)                                        
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3.2.2.7 Gibbs’ Adsorption Isotherm 

 
For the sake of clarity ideal bulk gas phase is used in the following equations. However, without 

any loss of generality, pressure can be replaced by the fugacity of a real gas mixture at any stage. 

From the following equation,    

g

i i      Or g

i id d 
                                               

(3.18) 

The chemical potential in the surface phase given in terms of the bulk gas phase properties is,  

 

                             ln( )i id RTd y P                        (constant T )               (3.19) 

 

From the fundamental property relations, any molar property M for the adsorbed phase can be 

written as, 

   1 2. { , , , ,...}N M M T N N                    (3.20)  

The total differential is 
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   (3.21) 

 

Gibbs-Duhem relation follows Eq. 3.20 and is given as 
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   (3.22) 

 

Using g  for the property M  in Eq. (3.21) together with Eq. (3.18), the Gibbs’ adsorption 

isotherm is given by  

         
. ln( ) 0i ia d RT x d y P       (constant T )              (3.23) 

Substituting /a A n ,  

                   
. ln( ) 0i iAd RT N d y P        (constant T )   (3.24) 
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For a single component system the equation simplifies to  

 

                          . . . ln 0Ad RT N d P     (constant T )                  (3.25) 

This is called as the Gibbs’ adsorption isotherm in adsorption literature [29]. 

 

Spreading Pressure 

 

Integrating Eq. (3.23) from zero pressure to a pressure P ,  

 

          
0

.
.

P
A N

dP
RT P


             (3.26)  

 

The quantity   has the units of moles per unit mass of adsorbent. It is called reduced spreading 

pressure and is often used synonymously with  . At 0P  , there is no adsorption and the 

spreading pressure is zero. 

The spreading pressure is not an experimentally measurable quantity. Thus, relations like Eq. 

(3.26) are used to calculate its value for a pure gas adsorption. More cumbersome exercise is 

necessary to find its value for multi component mixtures [22].  

 

3.3 Ideal Adsorbed Solution Theory (IAST) 

A solution thermodynamic approach yields the following phase equilibrium relation for equality 

of fugacities in bulk and adsorbed phases.  

^
0

gas

ii i i iy P x P               (3.27) 

Where, iy   is bulk gas mole fraction, P  is the pressure, 
^ gas

i is fugacity coefficient of bulk gas to 

account for non- ideality, ix  is adsorbed phase mole fraction, i is activity coefficient in adsorbed 

phase (to account for non-ideal adsorbate mixture) and 
0

iP is pressure at the standard state.  
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A convenient standard state is pure gas at same temperature and spreading pressure as that of the 

mixture. If the adsorbate mixture is ideal (IAST) and neglecting gas phase non-ideality Eq. 3.27 

simplifies to 

0gas

i i i iy P x P               (3.27) 

 

With this phase equilibrium relations along with an equation for total amount adsorbed ( N ), one 

can predict binary gas adsorption equilibria (i.e. finding partial amount adsorbed 
iN  from a given 

gas mixture of mole fraction 
iy  at T  and P . For example in case of binary equilibrium, the 

following eight equations need to be solved.  

 

     0

1 1 1x P y P               (3.28) 

0

2 2 2x P y P               (3.29) 

0 0 0

1 1 1 1{ } { }P f P               (3.30) 

0 0 0

2 2 2 2{ } { }P f P               (3.31) 

0 0 0 0 0

3 1 1 3 1 1{ , } { , }P N f P N              (3.32) 

0 0 0 0 0

4 2 2 4 2 2{ , } { , }P N f P N              (3.33) 

1 2 1x x                (3.34) 

1 2

0 0

1 2

1 x x

N N N
               (3.35) 

 

The functionalities denoted by i  in the above equations for amounts adsorbed 0

iN  at standard 

state and spreading pressure  can be obtained from pure gas equilibrium data [88]. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTAL WORKS AND DATA RETRIEVAL 

 

This chapter illustrates MOF synthesis methods for specifically Cu-BTC, Cr-BDC. Finally, data 

retrieval methods are also discussed. 

4.1 Synthesis of Cu-BTC     

Cu-BTC or HKUST-1 was first reported by Chui et al. [50]. This method reported by Liu et al. 

and is a modification of previous works by Roswell and Yaghi [51]. 1, 3, 5-benzenetricarboxylic 

acid (1.0 g) is dissolved in 30 ml of a 1:1 mixture of ethanol/N, N-dimethylformamide (DMF). In 

another flask, Copper (II) Nitrate trihydrate (2.077 g) is dissolved in 15 ml water. The two 

solutions are then mixed and stirred for 10 min. They are then transferred into Teflon- lined 

stainless steel autoclave and heated at 373 K for 10 hours. The reaction vessel is cooled to room 

temperature normally. The resulting blue crystals are isolated by filtration and extracted with 

methanol overnight using a Soxhlet extractor to remove solvated DMF. The product is then dried 

at room temperature.  

4.2 Synthesis of Cr-BDC 

Cr-BDC or MIL-101 is synthesized hydrothermally following the published work of Ferey et 

al.[52]. The reaction is carried out in a Teflon lined stainless steel autoclave where a 

stoichiometric mixture of Cr(NO3)3.9H2O, de-ionized water, 1,4-benzene dicarboxylic acid and 

HF is placed for 8 hrs at 493 K. Post-synthesis treatments of MIL-101 sample is crucial since 

significant amount of needle shaped colorless crystals of terephthalic acid (H2BDC) is formed as 

a by-product. 
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4.3 Data Retrieval 

All experimental data for our present study were retrieved from literature. ‘Windig’ software was 

used extensively for this purpose. Judicious interpolation and extrapolation was done wherever 

required. Model fitting was carried out using ‘M icrosoft Excel 2010’ (version: 7.3.0.267). 

Various isotherm models were tried and tested on the experimental data to get the best fit. Model 

fit parameters were evaluated from model equations and the physical significance of each of the 

parameters was tried to be explained to understand the adsorption mechanism.  
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

This chapter summarizes all the results. All experimental data for CH4 and CO2 obtained from 

literature is fit with standard isotherm models and compared. Interesting observations are made 

and explained in detail. The model fitting by suitable adsorption isotherm model has been done. 

Corresponding plots and model parameters are displayed. IAST study and the related selectivity 

graphs showing the variation in separation factor are likewise shown. Comparison of 

experimental data with simulation data at same condition is also made and elaborated.  

5.1 Data Collection 

Experimental Data collected on Adsorption of CO2 and CH4 on various MOFs (as reported over 

the years) is shown in the tables below:  
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Table 5.1: Experimental Data on Adsorption of CO2 on various MOFs (as reported over the 

years) 
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Table 5.2: Experimental Data on Adsorption of CH4 on various MOFs (as reported over the 

years) 
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Experimental Data on Adsorption of CH4 and CO2 as reported over the years reveal that for MIL-

53(Al and Cr) the experiments have been carried out at the same lab [42] at three different 

Pressure conditions (5, 10 and 25 bar), keeping the temperature constant at 304 K. This is in 

agreement with our research objective to analyze the data for various optimum conditions.  

Similarly for Cu-BTC, experimental data from three different labs are available [69], [36]. 

However for others [44], [71], [38] the data is available for either of the two (CO2 & CH4). For 

IRMOF-1 and IRMOF-3 experimental data for both the gases is available from only one source 

[69]. Likewise for MIL-101, data from a single lab [45] fulfils this criterion.  

The loading data of CO2 in all the above cases are considerably higher than those of CH4.  This is 

a clear indication of the fact that CO2 is preferentially adsorbed and any process aimed at 

separating a mixture of CO2 and CH4 by adsorption, must do so by removal of CO2 from the 

mixture. This is further supported by looking over at the Isosteric Column. Isosteric Heat of CO2 

is in general much higher than that of CH4. Greater Isosteric heat indicates stronger bond 

formation, further implying that CO2 is much more strongly adsorbed on the surface of the MOF.  

5.2  Model Fitting 

The source of pure gas adsorption data for this work was primarily taken from the extensive 

work done by Chowdhury et al. [84]. Although, many contemporary research works on gas 

adsorption of CO2 and CH4 on similar MOF surfaces have been undertaken by various research 

groups across the globe, but experimental data retrieved from the same lab under similar 

conditions was given paramount importance in the present context.  

 Model fitting was done for the data using Dual Site Langmuir and Virial Langmuir isotherm 

models on the two MOFs Cu-BTC and Cr-BDC for the gases CO2 and CH4 after data extraction. 

The plot below shows the variation of the amount of CO  adsorbed in Cr-BDC against fugacity 

for three different temperatures i.e. 293 K, 318 K and 358 K.  
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Figure 5.1: Dual Site Langmuir model fitted adsorption isotherm plot for CO
2
 adsorption on  

Cr-BDC – amount adsorbed (N) vs. fugacity (f)  

 
            The reason fugacity is used in place of Pressure is because the p ressure range and its variation is 

very high and goes up to nearly 100 bars. Hence, to incorporate any non- ideality that may arise 

out of it, pressure has been replaced by fugacity.  

            Also, the data when plotted was seen to be clustered for the lower fugacity values i.e. towards the 

lower portions of the graph. Hence to better visualize and to magnify the data plots of natural log 

of f over N were plotted. 
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Figure 5.2: Dual Site Langmuir model fitted adsorption isotherm plot for CO2 adsorption on Cr-

BDC at low pressures – ln(f/N) vs. amount adsorbed (N)  

Likewise the DSL model fitted adsorption isotherm plot for CH4 adsorption on Cr-BDC - amount 

adsorbed (N) vs fugacity (f) and that of the natural log of f over N vs N plot are shown below. 

 

Figure 5.3: Dual Site Langmuir model fitted adsorption isotherm plot for CH4 adsorption on Cr-

BDC - amount adsorbed (N) vs. fugacity (f) 
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Figure 5.4: Dual Site Langmuir model fitted adsorption isotherm plot for CH4 adsorption on Cr-

BDC at low pressures – ln(f/N) vs. amount adsorbed (N)  

Trend lines were drawn in excel by the curve fitting tool and the corresponding was found. After 

comparing the equation so obtained with the DSL equation, the various model parameters were 

found out. They are as shown in the table below.  
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Table 5.3: Dual Site Langmuir model fit parameters for CH4 and CO2 adsorption on Cr-BDC  

 

The reason Dual Site Langmuir has been used is because literature study reveals that Cr-BDC 

shows multiple types of adsorption sites. In this case, they are the Metallic sites and the Co-

ordinatively Unsaturated Sites of CUS sites. This is supported by the significant curve of the leg 

shape in the ln(f/N) vs. N plots above. It shows higher rate of adsorption initially which falls 

quickly. It is evident also by observing the 1st and 2nd saturation loadings and also the 1 st and 2nd 

heat of adsorption for both CO2 and CH4.The first saturation loading is significantly lower than 

the 2nd for both CO2 and CH4, However the heat of adsorption of 1st saturation loading is much 

higher than that of 2nd. All this can be attributed to the quicker initial filling up of the more 

strongly adsorbing, but much less in number, Metallic sites. Once the metallic sites get occupied, 

the CUS sites with significantly lower heat of adsorption but are large in number, start filling up, 

thus explaining the decreased rate of adsorption shown in the plots above in their latter portions.  
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Also, the saturation loading of CO2 is higher than that of CH4, once again implying that CO2 is 

getting more strongly adsorbed than CH4 as predicted earlier.  

 

Figure 5.5: Langmuir Virial model fitted adsorption isotherm plot for CO2 adsorption on Cu-

BTC - amount adsorbed (N) vs. fugacity (f) 

The data or pure gas sorption isotherm of CO2 and CH4 on Cu-BTC was likewise collected and 

similar graphs as with Cr-BDC were plotted. The model fitting this time, was done by Virial-

Langmuir Isotherm.  
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Figure 5.6: Langmuir Virial model fitted adsorption isotherm plot for CO2 adsorption  on Cu-

BTC at low pressures – ln(f/N) vs. amount adsorbed (N)  

 

Figure 5.7: Langmuir Virial model fitted adsorption isotherm plot for CH4 adsorption on Cu-

BTC - amount adsorbed (N) vs. fugacity (f)  
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Figure 5.8: Langmuir Virial model fitted adsorption isotherm plot for CH4 adsorption on Cu-

BTC at low pressures – ln(f/N) vs. amount adsorbed (N) 

 Virial was chosen because the plot obtained didn’t seem to appear to converge and appeared to 

closely resemble that of a polynomial. Also, Langmuir shows best results at lower pressure 

ranges as it deals with ideality. Hence to better fit the model, a combination of the two was used. 

Once again, by comparison of trend line the Virial coefficients were found out. A polynomial of 

degree two was considered, as even higher accuracy wasn’t necessary. The model parameters 

found out are shown in the table below. 
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Table 5.4: Virial-Langmuir model fit parameters for CH4 and CO2 adsorption on Cu-BTC 

 

5.3 Mixed Gas Behavior Study 

Any realistic process development requires estimation and/or prediction of mixed gas adsorption 

behavior. Invariably, any industrial process involves mixture of gases to be separated. The 

practical demonstration of such a process at laboratory scale is an extremely cumbersome 

exercise and there is a scarcity on mixed gas experimental data in literature and more specifically 

on MOFs. It is pragmatic to gauge the efficiency of a particular adsorbent towards specific 

separation at the lab scale before being implemented at industrial level in a pressure swing 

adsorption (PSA) column.  

 

This work is aimed at predicting the mixed gas adsorption behavior on MOFs. The paricular 

MOFs of our interest were Cu-BTC and Cr-BDC. Both of them have shown tremendous 

potential owing to their surface characteristics. However, a few important experimental 
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observations led to the selection of Cu-BTC for studying the mixed gas adsorption behavior. The 

reasoning are: 

 

(a) Although the reported specific surface area of Cr-BDC (ca. 3000 m2/gm) happens to be 

approximately 2 times than that of Cu-BTC (ca. 1500 m2/gm), but the latter has shown better 

regeneration capacity after continuous cycles of pressure and temperature swings during pure gas 

adsorption isotherm measurements.  

 
(b) The synthesis condition of Cr-BDC requires much higher temperature (ca. 220oC) than Cu-

BTC (ca. 95oC), yielding significant by-products and necessitating a series of post synthesis 

treatments before being usable.  

 

(c) Although both Cr-BDC and Cu-BTC has comparable final packing densities (ca. 0.5-0.7 

gm/cc) but Cr-BDC samples show higher degree of crystal imperfections during synthesis and 

hence more prone towards rapid wear and tear when exposed to higher temperature and pressure 

in a packed bed adsorption column. 

 
(d) Cu-BTC has a more uniform pore size distribution in micropore (<2 nm) regime whereas Cr-

BDC is well known for mesoporosity.  

           

Ideal Adsorption Solution Theory (IAST) can be effectively used to predict the mixed gas 

behavior, if the experimental pure gas isotherm data of the corresponding gases are known. 

Although MOFs are known for their incredible surface characteristics but a closer look at the 

literature would reveal variations in reported surface area and pore volume from lab to lab. 

Incidentally, it is very important to use the pure gas adsorption data of gases concerned (CO2 and 

CH4 in this case) reported from the same laboartory for realistic assessment on mixed gas 

behaviour.              

 

Here, we report our findings on CO2+CH4 mixture using IAST model on Cu-BTC. The binary 

prediction is calculated from individual pure gas adsorption data of CO2 and CH4 on Cu-BTC. 

Figures 5.9 and 5.10 represents IAST predictions for CO2+CH4 mixture. The selectivity plots are 

shown in figures 2.13 and 2.14 respectively. 
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Figure 5.9: Variation of amount adsorbed from CO2+CH4 mixture at 305 K, yCH4 = 0.1 

 

 

Figure 5.10: Variation of amount adsorbed from CO2+CH4 mixture at 305 K, yCH4 = 0.9 
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Figure 5.11: Variation of amount adsorbed from CO2+CH4 mixture at 305 K, P= 1 bar 

 

Figure 5.12: Variation of amount adsorbed from CO2+CH4 mixture at 305 K, P= 10 bar 
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Figure 5.13: Variation of selectivity of CO2+CH4 mixture at 305 K with fugacity 

 

 

Figure 5.14: Variation of selectivity of CO2+CH4 mixture at 305 K with composition (in mole 

fraction) 

In fact IAST was used in several works in literature earlier for estimation of binary adsorption 

properties of gas mixtures on this type of frameworks. The selectivity values predicted by IAST 

varied between 5.7 and 7.2. This selectivity for CO2/CH4 mixture thus shows promise for 

effective separation using Cu-BTC.  
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 

 

Literature Review of the experimental data on adsorption of CH4 and CO2 on various 

contemporary MOFs such as MIL-53(Al) and MIL-53(Cr), Cu-BTC, IRMOF-1 and IRMOF-3, 

MIL-101, as reported over the years by various researchers was done.  The data was sorted and 

the best set of data was chosen base on the availability of data, the MOFs regenerability, heat of 

adsorption etc. It happened to be very difficult to do so as very few research work has been done 

where the pure gas adsorption for both the gases have been done on the MOF at the same lab. 

This was necessary to avoid any ambiguity arising out of the slight difference in surface 

properties appearing in MOFs formed at two different labs.  

The pure gas sorption isotherm data so obtained was found for two MOFs Cu-BTC and Cr-BDC. 

The data was extracted and model fitted using Dual Site Langmuir and Virial Langmuir 

Isotherms which were found to be the most suitable. The corresponding Model Parameters were 

calculated. Cr-BDC was found to be showing two types of adsorption sites (metallic sites and 

Co-ordinatively Unsaturated Sites) and hence two saturation loadings.  

Of the two Cu-BTC was found to be showing higher regeneration potential, more uniform pore 

size distribution in micropore (<2 nm) regime against Cr-BDC which due to its tendency to show 

higher degree of crystal imperfections during synthesis and is more prone towards rapid wear 

and tear when exposed to higher temperature and pressure in a packed bed adsorption column. Its 

due to these reasons that Cu-BTC was selected instead of Cr-BDC to  next predict the mixed gas 

or binary behaviour of a mixture of the two gases by the Ideal Adsorbed Solution Theory which 

was done using the model parameters found earlier. The  separation factor was calculated and 

plotted. It was found to vary in the range of 5.7 to 7.2. The separation factor thus is significant 

and this selectivity for CO2/CH4 mixture thus shows promise for effective separation using Cu-

BTC in Pressure Swing Adsorption applications.  
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We leave this work after finding the separation factor and predicting the applicability of Cu-BTC 

adsorbent in PSA column design. Future scope may include actual designing of a PSA column in 

any process simulation software. The task could not be done ourself because of the fact that 

present day ASPEN plus software does not support Adsorption column design. Any work in 

future can be focussed on actual process design, provided such a software is available that 

supports adsorption column designs. 
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